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Welcome to 
 

 

 

 

 

“inteliPod®” provides the pinnacle in site access, virus control and anti-

contamination technology. This is all combined with the ultimate in time and 

attendance features. 
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The purpose of inteliPod … 
 
Sickness due to ill health including the general cold and flu cost the UK £10.6 billion and 
employees believe to be caused or made worse by their work.  Source of information 
https://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/cost.htm.  
 
As a result, back in May 2019 Rick Bailey the CEO of IPM Group who hired turnstiles across 
multiple sectors started the process to design an access control system that would stop the 
transmission of virus’ onto site, thus reducing the number of sick days on site and increasing 
productivity and profitability.   
 
This was work was accelerated when the Covid-19 pandemic hit the world, whilst everyone 
went on the furlough scheme Rick developed a prototype and after several months of R&D 
and Testing launched the World’s 1st 100% Touchless Access Control Unit named inteliPod.  

 
In May 2019, the CLC Construction Leadership Council announced if you continue to use 
turnstiles, reader and biometrics on site you have to employ a cleaner to clean the unit down 
every time someone walk through it.  
 
In Nov 2019, the Government announced all construction sites and anyone working outdoors 
must now complete a risk assessment taking Covid-19 into account.  Failure to do so is 
classed as a major breach of health and safety and will be dealt as a criminal offense.  
 
Employing a cleaner is so impractical, it takes too long to get everyone on site and it’s just too 
expensive as a cleaner cost between £450 to £600 per week, if you have 2 turnstiles that 2 
cleaners.  Worrying times for all as just like the cold & flu scientists are saying Covid-19 is 
here to stay so going touchless will be the new normal going forward.  
 
The Construction Industry Federation CIF as a result have issued a Standard Operating 
Procedures to totally bypass biometrics and turnstiles.  
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/cost.htm
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inteliPod Vs turnstile… 
 
inteliPod is a natural evolution in access control, designed to reduce the number of 
sickness days on site due to ill health and virus transmission whilst integrating with 
Site Security and Virtual Management to increase Safety, Security & Compliance on 
site.   
 
inteliPod will form the first line of defence for any forward-thinking organisation that is serious 
about increasing productivity by safeguarding their employees from catching illness’ at work. 
inteliPod has built-in virus protection technology helping you reduce the number of sick days 
on site.  
 
 Let’s have a look at how inteliPod differs to standard turnstiles. 
 
 

 
 
 
Smarter, Faster, Safer inteliPod is designed to increase safety, security & compliance whilst 
reducing the transmission of virus’ into your place of work, safeguarding your staff, visitors & 
suppliers.  Providing a safer and cleaner workplace ensuring the well-being of your whole 
organisation and reducing the number of sick days and illness.   
 
Click this link to see the advanced features of inteliPod https://vimeo.com/438824426.  
 
 

 
 
 

https://vimeo.com/438824426
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Key benefits of inteliPod… 
 

Equality & Diversity Reports site by site and across the whole project nationally 
 

Skills & Education Reports individually site by site and nationally 
 

Co2 Reports for staff, visitors & suppliers 
 

KPI reports for suppliers via the integrated Delivery Management Software, reducing traffic build up, reducing waste, 
increasing safety on site, and saving the environment by reducing the carbon footprint 
 

In house developed software inteliPro-CS that can integrate with other systems, can be tailored to suit HS2 and the 
changing landscape, so future proof 
 

100% Touchless COVID-19 Secure Access Control Solution, no biometrics, cards, readers, or turnstiles  
 

100% Pre-enrolment, employees and visitors can attend allocated sites nationally and walk straight through safely 
 

1 national solution providing you with unlimited Access Control and national reporting ability on the KPI’s that matter 
 

Facial Recognition, stopping employees from passing back fobs, cards or clocking each other in and out 
 

Temperature Screening in a controlled environment for improved accuracy readings 
 

Self Misting unit which keeps the inteliPod virus free using www.naturamauk.com hospital grade cleaning agent 
 

Works on its own independent network, reduced down time and communicates with our monitoring station 
 

Touchless hand sanitiser built in using www.naturamauk.com  
 

GDPR & EDPS compliant solution 
 

Air filtration system to ensure that there is clean air inside the inteliPod 
 

Anti-Tailgating System to ensure that no one can tailgate and gain unauthorised access to site 
 

CSCS integrated automatically informs users when their card is due for renewal so qualifications and certifications 
are always valid 
 

Time and attendance reporting 
 

Covid-19 reporting i.e. when someone is reported to have Covid-19 we can identify any other possible people who 
may have been in contact with that person so site can act accordingly.  Whilst they are in self isolation their access 
to site is automatically withdrawn and only reinstated by an approved person 
 

Delivery Management Software so your site management team know exactly when a supplier is coming in, what 
they will deliver, what resources are required, reducing waste, increasing safety 
 

Delivery Management Software Reporting site by site and nationally against supplier KPI’s to identify best practises 
and provide support to repeat offenders  
 

Automated reports site by site, & nationally which can be used to help share best practises, these can be setup, 
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc. 
 

Delegated site management will have access to Fire Roll Calls on their smart devices, laptops, and computers, 
these can be monitored Nationally so your H&S Lead has a live national view of what’s happening at all times 
 

Health & Safety reporting of accidents, again site by site, nationally with H&S having sight of live data 
 

Face mask compliance we can switch this function on and off or have a mix depending on site, location etc. 
 

High Speed access and egress where a single inteliPod can process 600 people to walk through every hour 
reducing ques and waiting times 
 

Virtual Management Solution where we work with your team to deliver a high level of security, safety, and 
compliance 
 

Cleaner, Smarter, Faster, Safer  
 

 

http://www.naturamauk.com/
http://www.naturamauk.com/
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Options available… 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Single inteliPod 
 

8ft by 6ft 
 2.9 tonnes 
 600 people per hour 
 

Ideal for one-way Pedestrian       
Management control 

 
 Also be used bi-directionally  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Double inteliPod 
  

12ft by 6ft 
3.4 tonnes 
1200 people per hour 

  
Ideal for social distancing and   
dedicated access & egress     
points 

 
Also be used bi-directionally  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Bespoke options available on request 
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Increased security with inteliSec… 
 
IPM Group design and install the next generation of bespoke Temporary Security 
Systems to protect our clients’ sites, equipment, and assets.  
 
We use the latest home office approved Analytical Detection CCTV Systems that detect 
human and vehicle movement alongside our CCTV Towers and Wireless Technology. Our 
Thermal Imaging cameras can detect intruders at long distances which is ideal for larger sites.  
 
We install cameras on cabins, towers, or existing buildings to achieve the required angles to 
fully protect each site. All our systems are designed, installed, maintained and monitored 
directly by IPM. We will assign a response unit to each site. In the event of an intruder IPM 
will dispatch our team to site and investigate.  
 

      
 
All of our systems are linked to IPM’s state of the art monitoring station whereby actions are 
carried out by IPM’s highly trained operatives. Our monitoring software has many unique 
features including the ability to record all the operators’ actions providing an extremely detailed 
report of all actions taken which is stored for a minimum of 6 months. A 15 second clip of the 
cause of the activation loads up on the alarm screen when processed, this ensures the 
operatives can give a clear description to response teams and the police if it is a true alarm 
situation. 
 

      
 
When you combine inteliSec and it monitoring services with inteliPod you create a great level 
of security, safety & compliance for Access Control and Site/Compound Security 
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VMS Virtual Management Solution… 
 
inteliPod provides the pinnacle in site access, virus control and anticontamination 
technology. This is all combined with the ultimate in time and attendance features. 
 
In addition to the inteliPod, IPM Group offer a Virtual Management Solution (VMS) 
option to forward thinking organisations ensuring their level of protection is 
maximised. 
 
Thanks to the advanced technology capabilities at IPM Group, our state-of-the-art VMS facility 
allows us to manage physical surveillance tasks remotely from our Head Office based Control 
Centre, reducing the need and cost for onsite security personnel. 
 
The inteliPod VMS offers a remote site solution that is a fully automated first point of contact 
for your site employees, visitors, and deliveries. The VMS system will communicate all site 
safety critical events detected such as high temperature alerts, panic alarm activations, 
tailgating and low sanitising fluid levels straight through to our dedicated VMS team in the 
control centre for the necessary action to be taken. 
 

 
 

In addition to the remote monitoring for Access Control & Security of site/compound your 
Virtual Manager will also.  

✓ Manage the onboarding process via the 100% of the Pre-enrolment Links 
✓ Manage all deliveries via the Delivery Management Software module 
✓ Communicate with unannounced visitors 
✓ Communicate with authorised people who have a high temperature alert 
✓ Communicate with Site Management  
✓ Automate alerts on site requests i.e. no Health & Safety Person on site 
✓ Automate the daily, weekly, monthly reports site by site, regionally and nationally 
✓ Track and fix any faults remotely  
✓ Highlight areas of concern and best practises 
✓ And much much more… 
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Extended reporting… 
 

 

 

Weekly & Monthly reporting on:

Local Site, Regional, National, International Reporting

Attendance, Absence, Time Recording of all staff

Co2 on staff, contractors, deliveries helps towards BREEAM points

Supplier delivery performance

Delivery management log reports daily, weekly, monthly

Subcontractor performance, who attended, for how long and what were their qualifications

Access Control reports inc. individual, subcontractor

Fire Roll Call Reports

Equality & Diversity reporting

Skills & Education reporting

Local Site by Site, Regional, National & International Access Control Functions with 1 single platform inteliPro-CS

100% Remote online pre-enrolment for staff and visitors

On-line Inductions

Tool Box Talks

Fire Roll Calls

Ability to remove/revoke employee site access locally, regionally, nationally, internationally

Breakdown of workers by postcode and method of travel to site

Worker health & safety audit and expiry

Apprentices & Trainee’s on site performance

Trade vs employed staff performance

First Aid and fire marshal operatives on site

Local and Non-local labour and subcontractor breakdown

Full Monitoring of inteliPod access unit to ensure we manage the unit, access and security to site

Site management will have a hotline number directly to the VMS Control Room offering the best in customer service and care

Increased compliance of social distancing, hygiene, safety, etc.

Fault Analysis, identifying issues and remotely fixing them where we can rather than having to send out expensive engineers

Delivery management including a portal for subcontractors/suppliers to allow booking a delivery, proof of delivery via a photo 

taken on site, gate and crane management, automated emails confirming delivery in booked in

High Fever Communications, if anyone enters the inteliPod with a high fever our VMS will handle the process saving the site 

manager and H&S personnel on site time and inconvenience

Improved communication, we keep the site manager, nominated site personnel updated via a method if their choosing i.e. 

email, text calls etc.

Increased site efficiency as site personnel don’t need to be pulled off tasks to deal with unplanned visitors, unplanned 

deliveries, access control issues, we do it all

Increased security, our monitoring station is always watching and can also provide CCTV to site to ensure the highest levels of 

security and protection are in place
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Savings vs traditional methods… 
 
Below is a case study of the cost savings that you can experience when using inteliPod, 
inteliSec & Virtual Management Solutions together.  (Rates may differ depending on site location and 

customer discount levels) 
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Using inteliPro-CS… 
 
InteliPro-CS powers the features of your new inteliPod, a secure web-based application, it is 
accessed via using the web address provided to you at any time your inteliPod has power and 
internet connectivity. 
 
Logging in 
Your site manager will have been provided with a username and password allowing them to 
access inteliPro-CS.  If you have forgotten or misplaced this, you may reset it using the 'Forgot 
Password' link. 
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Dashboard 
Once logged in you will be presented with the dashboard. How this looks will vary depending 
on your level of permissions, and your personal preferences.  By default you will have a live 
indicator of the number of first aiders and fire warden’s on site. 
 

 
 
 
Header Bar 
Your header bar contains icons for: 

✓ First Aid Filter 
✓ Fire Wardens 
✓ Language 
✓ Notifications 
✓ Chat and user menu 

 

 
 
First Aid Filter 
Should a first aid situation arise this icon enables quick access to a list of first aiders currently 
on site. 
 
Clicking this icon takes you to the Person list, pre-filtered for employees who are qualified first 
aiders. 
 
Fire Wardens 
In the event of a fire, the last thing you need to be worrying about is printing off a list of people 
on site. 
 
This icon allows you to quickly email a roll call to every fire warden currently on site. This 
enables your fire wardens to concentrate on the timely evacuation of the site. 
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The email sent contains the following details: 
 

✓ Subject: {CompanyName} 
✓ Fire Roll Call - {IncidentDateTime} 
✓ People on site At {IncidentDateTime} 

 
A table of people, their contact details, and details of I.C.E appears as below,  enabling 
location of staff. 
 

  
Languages 
inteliPro-CS is translatable into many different languages, which can be selected by clicking 
the flag icon. 
 
All items are translated by a human and can be customised on request. If you wish to 
customise any of the text in inteliPro-CS, add or amend any of the languages, please contact 
us and we will be happy to accommodate. 
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Notifications 
inteliPro-CS has a robust notifications system to ensure you don't mess any important 
updates. 
 
The number at the top right of the bell icon lets you know how many notifications are waiting 
to be acknowledged / read. 
 
Clicking this icon reveals your most recent notifications. There are three types of notification 
severity: Information, Warning and Severe, indicated by an icon and relevant color. 
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Notifications are configurable by clicking the blue 'Settings' link. 
 

 
 
Notification types 
First Aider: 
This notification is sent when the number of first aiders on set is less than the configured 
minimum value. 
 
It appears as an unobtrusive real time notification the bottom right of your screen and also in 
your notifications list. 
 
This check runs every ten minutes 
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Fire Warden: 
Similar notifications appear for when the number of fire wardens on site drops below the 
minimum configured amount. 
 
This check runs every ten minutes 
 

 
 
 
Over Temperature Warning: 
These warnings have a severity type of severe and are received when inteliPod determines 
that person’s body temperature is high. 
 
Clicking on this notification will take you directly to this person’s detail page to enable a site 
manager to contact the individual in accordance with the Health and Safety procedure on site. 
 
If someone has a high temperature when re-entering a site after a lunch time run, we 
recommend they try again. 
 

 
 
 
CO2 Reports: 
When selected, a combined CO2 and Hours report is sent to your email every month, week 
or day depending on what is selected.  See reports for more information. 
 
CSCS/ECS Card Check: 
inteliPro-CS can automatically check a number of skills cards for validity. This check runs daily 
and finds any cards which have expired or revoked. 
 
If a card has expired inteliPro-CS automatically checks for a renewed card with the issuer. If 
this is found the card details are updated.  If no renewal is found a notification is sent to all 
users with this notification enabled. 
 
On-site requiring toolbox talk: 
A notification is sent when a person clocks into site who requires a Toolbox Talk. 
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Chat 
There are a number of users who may be required to access inteliPro-CS. 
 
Our secure chat feature allows you to send real time messages to other users. If they are 
online they will receive them immediately, otherwise a notification will appear when they next 
log in. 
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User menu 
This menu displays your current profile photo, 
username and logout button at the top of the 
screen. 
 
n.b inteliPro-CS users are independent of 
their "person" record used to provide physical 
access to the site. 
 
 
Manage linked accounts & Manage 
authority delegations 
There may be occasion to temporarily 
delegate access to your account to another 
user. 
 
i.e. A site manager going on holiday or 
maternity leave may delegate their account to 
an interim site manager for a set time. 
 
Accounts which have been delegated to you 
can be managed via the Managed linked 
accounts menu item. 
 
Delegating your account is achieved via the 
Manage authority delegations menu item. 
 
 
Login attempts 
inteliPro-CS keeps a comprehensive log on 
login attempts, views and actions taken. 
These may be reviewed here. 
 
 
Download collected data 
In accordance with our terms and conditions 
and privacy policies, you may download a 
copy of all your collected data using this menu 
item. 
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Managing People 
The "people" menu item displays a list of people enrolled to this site. From here you may view 
a person's record, add or remove a person, and perform a number of actions using the actions 
button.  A unified search bar allows a basic search. 

 
A more comprehensive search can be conducted using the advanced filters functionality 

 
Clicking the actions button allows you to view and edit a person's details, their time logs and 
manage their access to site. 

 
 
It is rare you will need to add people via this screen as they are normally added via pre-
enrolment, but if this is required you can do so using the "Add Person' button on the top right 
of the screen. 
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Pre-Enrolment 
inteliPod-CS strives to cut down on the amount of time required to get people on site. 
That process starts before people arrive, with our pre-enrolment system. 
 
The pre-enrolment page lists all pre-enrolment requests you have sent. 
 

 
To send a new request simply click the new Pre-Enrol Request button and a form will be 
presented to you. 
 

 
 
Enter the name of the person you wish to invite and their email address. 
 
Select your company name and the Site name from the dropdown lists. 
 
If the person being invited is a visitor tick the relevant checkbox. 
 
You may also enter an access expiry date, at which time this individual’s access will be 
removed from the inteliPod. 
 
When you click 'Send Request' an email is sent to the email provided and the job request is 
logged with our portal. 
 
The email directs the recipient to https://portal.intelipod.co.uk where they can login (if already 
registered) or register to see accept this job request. 
 
inteliPro-CS polls the portal server for completed requests and once a request has been 
accepted, inteliPro-CS is able to download the recipients data from the portal, create a person 
record and enable their access to inteliPod. 
  

https://portal.intelipod.co.uk/
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Reports 
CO2 and Time Attendance reporting are combined in these easy to generate reports, showing 
the total time on site in the date range and the amount of CO2 generated by each person. 
 
Your settings here will determine the search parameters for automated reports emailed to you 
if you have enabled notifications for each report. 
 

 
Per person allows you to select one or more people to include in your report, and the Range 
allows you to select a date range you are interested in. 
Clicking 'Save and Search' produces the report. 
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Report by department allow you to produce a report for one or multiple departments 
 
Report per tenant produces a site wide report 
 

 
 
Time logs 
Time logs are automatically generated when a person clocks in and out of site. In the event 
that you need to manually amend or add an entry, this can be completed using this page. 
 

 
 
If a person has a value for Clock in time and not Clock out time, they will appear as "On site" 
in their personal record, and the First Aider and Fire Roll calls. 
 
The inteliPod in which a person clocks in and out allows you determine the ingress and egress 
points for each person to further facilitate security and contact tracing. 
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Auditing 
Audit and Change log functionality is baked into inteliPro-CS with every action logged against 
user, service, and IP address. 
 
This ensures full traceability of any changes to details, settings, and access control as well as 
any system errors. 
 

 
 
The Pre-requisites of using inteliPod 
Before you enter a site you will have been sent a job / visitor invite via email.  If you have not 
yet done so, register an account at https://portal.intelipod.co.uk/ using the email address your 
invite was sent to.  Once you have accepted a job / visitor detail request, you're all set for your 
first visit to site. 
 
Accessing site 
✓ Approach the inteliPod, maintaining social distance from any other people waiting to enter. 
 
✓ Each inteliPod has a set of occupational lights indicating if a Pod is currently occupied or 

ready for use. 
 
✓ On some inteliPod’s there is also a directional light or signage indicating if a pod is ingress 

or egress only. 
 
✓ When the light is green, approach the access terminal on the outside of the inteliPod (do 

not touch the terminal, it will wake up automatically) 
 
✓ If you have successfully completed your pre-enrolment your will be recognised by the pod 

and the doors will open.  Please note, on some sites you may not be permitted access 
unless you are wearing a face mask. The innovative technology in inteliPod enables facial 
recognition even when wearing a mask 

 

✓ Simply put on your mask and scan your face again. Your mask should remain on in 
accordance with the sites COVID-19 procedures and guidelines.  Once recognised by the 
inteliPod the doors will open automatically, and you will hear a voice prompt. 
 

https://portal.intelipod.co.uk/Identity/Account/Register
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✓ Step into the inteliPod, and sanitise your hands using the automatic dispenser. 
 
✓ Once the doors are closed you may scan your face on the terminal inside the pod. 
 
✓ This terminal will also check your temperature and on some sites confirm that you are 

wearing a mask. 
 
✓ When access is granted a voice prompt will confirm and ask you to leave the pod. 

 You will be clocked into site automatically and the site doors will open. 
 
Multiple Occupancy 
✓ It is important that you enter the pod on your own. 
 
✓ Should multiple people occupy the pod you will be denied access, please exit the pod and 

start again. 
 
✓ In the event that you fail a thermal temperature check a voice prompt will advise you to 

leave the pod and the door will open. 
 

✓ Please leave the pod immediately taking care to maintain social distance. 
 
✓ The site manager will be notified that a temperature check has failed and the pod will be 

automatically locked and sanitised. 
 
✓ Having failed a temperature check please follow your site procedure provided to you by 

the site manager. 
 
 
Exiting Site 
Exiting site is exactly the same procedure as accessing site except that on scanning your face 
on the terminal inside the pod you will be automatically clocked out. 
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Preparing site for inteliPod… 
 
Preparation is key to a successful installation and the customer must ensure the site is ready 
to accept the inteliPod as below; 
 
1. Ensure there is a clear path for our Hiab to deliver the unit, if you need a reach please 

state in advance of delivery so we can make sure we send the correct vehicle 
 

2. Prepare a level concreate slab of 8ft by 8ft for the single, 12ft by 8ft for a double inteliPod’s 
or a 20ft by 10ft are for the quad inteliPod to be situated on 

 
3. If the ground is not level, we will provide approved rubber packers to level the unit, as the 

doors will not function if the floor is not flat.  The rubber packers are then invoiced as a 
sale item 

 
4. Provide adequate power supply in the way of 240v, 32amp, single phase power supply 

with a blue plug for plug and play. If this cannot be arranged, then you will need to have 
an electrician onsite who can connect the unit to power 

 

 
 

5. You will need to prepare an excel file with the user names, email addresses and mobile 
numbers of all the expected users and email this to techsupport@ipmgroupuk.com at least 
7 working days before the installation date. We will then email all site staff the pre-
enrolment link and can inform you who has and has not pre-enrolled 

 
6. Training on how to use the inteliPod and inteliPro-CS (the software) will be conducted via 

both classroom and practical sessions on the day of installation and the customer must 
provide a suitable area for this training to take place. The software inteliPro-CS can be 
accessed via the customer through their smart phones, tablets and laptops via the web, 
and we will train up to 6 people in the same training session 

 
7. On the day of installation our engineer will arrive on site at 9 am and will not leave until the 

training and handover is completed, the Site Manager, Fire Marshal and personnel 
responsible for Safety & Security should be available on the day 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:techsupport@ipmgroupuk.com
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Delivery & collection… 
 
When delivering and collecting inteliPod there is some work that our engineers will carry out 
on site before we hand over the inteliPod.  Below is a summary of the activities that are 
incorporated into the commissioning and decommission costs; 
 
Delivery, Commissioning, Training & Handover – What’s involved 
Our delivery partner will deliver the inteliPod to site and our engineers will install, setup the 
unit which involves; 
 

1. All thermal imaging cameras will be setup and calibrated to ensure accurate readings 
2. The inteliPod automation of doors is optimised and tested  
3. Tailgating system is optimised and tested 
4. Access control hardware and software will be optimised and tested 
5. Our monitoring station will dial into the inteliPod to complete a fault analysis and ensure 

they have connectivity assisted by the engineer on site 
6. We will install the inteliPro-CS Software on the Site Managers + (max 6 users) laptops, 

PC’s and train them on how to use the software including sending a pre-enrolment link 
and the reporting functions 

7. Once our engineers are satisfied that everything is setup, working correctly and the 
Site Staff are competent on how to use the software they will hand over everything and 
remain on site until they are satisfied that the staff are operating everything properly 

 

 
 
 
Decommissioning and Collection – What’s involved 
 

1. Our engineers will ensure that site staff have access to the data they require for their 
project reports transferred to their systems 

2. Remove all data from the hardware this includes facial recognition terminals, 
temperature screening panel and the main operating system that is built into the unit 

3. Once they are satisfied that all data has been removed to the site manager then our 
delivery partner will collect the unit normally the same day 
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Handover documentation… 
 
Upon successful installation the engineer will walk you through the process of powering up 
and powering down the unit safely.  As part of this process they will also complete a Handover 
Form confirming everything was installed and now the unit is officially on hire with you.  An 
example form is as below; 
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Who do I call if I need support… 
 
Once the inteliPod has been signed over to your site management team, you are not left 
alone.  IPM Group have a full team ready to provide you with support via a 24/7, 365 days a 
year Control Room and Technical Staff, the contact details are; 
 
 

Control Room – 24/7, 365 Days a Year 
0114 218 0680 

control@ipmgroupuk.com 

 
 

Technical Support 
0114 218 0681 

technical@ipmgroupuk.com 
 
 

Sales Support 
0114 218 0679 

sales@ipmgroupuk.com 
 
 
 
Alternatively, you can also contact your Account Manager, this maybe a person of a re-hire 
company who you or your company have placed the order with.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:control@ipmgroupuk.com
mailto:technical@ipmgroupuk.com
mailto:sales@ipmgroupuk.com
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FAQ’s… 
 
What are the lead times? 
We always aim to have 5 inteliPod’s in stock and as it’s a new product to the market with 
high demands the current lead time is 4 weeks 
 
 
What is the minimum hire duration? 
The minimum hire duration is 26 weeks unless you have agreed a shorter term in writing 
with the IPM Group 
 
 
Can you supply nationally? 
Yes, and we are shipping these internationally due to demand from UAE, Europe, USA & 
Australia 
 
 
What power do they need and how can we connect them? 
inteliPod comes fitted with a 32 Amp Blue Pug connectivity socket enabling plug and play, 
you will need to supply a 240v, 32Amp single phase power supply i.e. a 10kva generator to 
power, alternatively you can arrange for an electrician to connect to mains 
 
 
Does the software come at an additional cost? 
No, the weekly hire includes the inteliPod and InteliPro-CS software, there are no hidden 
costs 
 
 
Are there any other costs apart from the weekly hire? 
Yes, there is a cost to deliver, commission, train the user, testing & handover at the start of 
the project and then a decommissioning and collection cost at the end of the project which 
are highlighted in the quotation upfront.  The Hand Sanitisers and Misting Unit use a Hospital 
Grade Cleaning Agent which has 0% alcohol www.naturamauk.com  
 
 
Will you attend site surveys and customer meetings? 
Yes, we will carry out a site survey before every installation and we can also support with 
customer meetings and Q&A sessions 
 
 
Can you provide a managed service? 
We offer 2 solutions our Virtual Management Solution VMS which will save you employing a 
guard or alternatively we can supply a fully trained SIA approved guard  
 
 
How does pre-enrolment work? 
This is 100% pre-enrolment service, the first of its kind, everything is completed remotely 
before staff turn up for work.  We can even send links to an online induction if you have one 
which again can be completed before they arrive on day one. 
 
 
 

http://www.naturamauk.com/
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Are standard reports available? 
Yes Co2, time attendance, fire roll call reports are available via the software, we can also 
pull off reports and send them through on a weekly basis for a small fee if you would like to 
save time and pass the hassle onto someone else. 
 
 
Can the site manager access reports out of hours? 
Site Manager will have access to the inteliPro-CS software 24/7, 365 days a year and so can 
pull off reports remotely as and when they like.  
 
 
Where else can we procure the inteliPod? 
You can also hire inteliPod from our partners as listed on page 28 
 
 
When are inteliPod’s available from? 
We are taking orders now and can deliver 4 weeks from today 
 
 
Does the customer need to prepare site to take delivery? 
Yes, the list of actions is highlighted on page 24 
 
 
What happens if a unit is damaged or breakdowns? 
On handover the site manager is given a list of key contacts one of those numbers is to a 
24/7 technical control room that operates 365 days a year as shown on page 28 
 
 
What's your turn around time for repairs? 
We aim to get an engineer out within 48hrs 
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Terms & conditions of hire… 
 
1. Definitions:  
“Anniversary Date” means 12 months after the Commencement Date and the same date annually thereafter;  
“Service Charges” means the cost of our Services and/or monitoring;  
“Commencement Date” means the date of this Agreement;  
“Completion” means completion of the installation by us notwithstanding that you might not have complied with your obligations under Clause 4;  
“Finance Agreement” means a finance agreement between you and a third party financier acceptable to us to meet the Charges for Installation and Service 
Charges;  
“Installation” means the installation of the Security System by us;  
“Satisfaction Note” means a note from you in our agreed form confirming your satisfaction with the Installation;  
“Security System” means the cameras, control equipment and other devices including all wiring and contact points which we will supply and install at your 
property in accordance with these Conditions;  
“Service” means the maintenance and repair (including inspecting, adjusting and testing) of the Security System, monitoring by us of the Security System or 
such other services we agree to provide to you;  
“Quotation and Specification” means the written note issued by us to you prior to installation setting out the payment terms for the Security  
System.  
“Charges for Installation” shall mean the cost of all labour and materials incurred or to be incurred by us in installing the Security System. 
 
2. No Variation  
No variation to this Agreement shall be binding unless agreed in writing and signed by both of us.  
 
3. Entire Agreement  
3.1. The terms contained in the Quotation and Specification and these terms form the entire Agreement between the parties, save to the extent that provision 
is made in these terms for any variation to the Agreement.  
3.2. The parties hereby acknowledge that they are not entering into this Agreement in reliance upon anything said or any representation made 
 
4. Pre-Installation  
4.1. You must arrange and pay for any permits or approvals required to install the Security System;  
4.2. You must arrange and pay for a suitable telecommunications medium and power supply to meet the Security System’s needs.  
5. Installing the Security System  
5.1. We, our agents or subcontractors will install the Security System;  
5.2. Our work will end when we have installed the Security System even if the telecommunications medium and power supplies have not been provided by 
you and you will be asked to sign the Satisfaction Note at this stage;  
5.3. You will receive our completion invoice at this stage;  
5.4. We will normally install your Security System between 9am and 5pm Mondays to Fridays (except bank and public holidays), or at an alternative time 
agreed between us.  
5.5. We reserve the right to make any changes in the specification of the Security System which are required to conform with any applicable statutory or EC 
requirements or where such changes do not materially affect its quality or performance.  
5.6. If as a result of your failure to provide any of the requirements set out in Clause 4 above, the completion of the Installation is delayed, we reserve the 
right to charge you any additional costs we incur by such  
delay. 
 
6. Who is responsible for the Security System?  
You will be responsible for any loss of or damage to the Security System once it is delivered to your property even though not installed and we recommend 
that you insure the Security System for its full market value. 
 
7. Cancellation of this Agreement prior to Installation  
Prior to commencement of Installation this agreement may not be cancelled by you once signed except with the agreement by us in writing and on the terms 
that you shall pay to us 50% of our anticipated Charges for Installation (less any deposit which has been paid). Once Installation has commenced you shall in 
addition be responsible to us for all losses including but not limited to, loss of profit, costs, including the cost of all labour and materials used, damages, 
charges and expenses incurred as a result of the cancellation. 
 
8. Charges for Installation  
8.1. We reserve the right, by giving notice to you at any time before commencement of the Installation to increase the Charges for Installation to reflect any 
increase in the cost to us which is due to any factor beyond our control such as but not limited to, currency changes, significant 
increases in the cost of labour, materials or other costs of providing the Security System;  
8.2. The Charges for Installation are exclusive of any applicable value added tax which you shall also pay to us;  
8.3. On signing this Agreement we require either a signed Finance Agreement and a deposit representing the first 3 months payments due under the said 
Finance Agreement or a deposit of 50% of the Charges for Installation;  
8.4. Once the Installation is completed we require the Satisfaction Note completing which if you have elected to pay by means of a Finance Agreement we 
shall submit to the finance provider together with the said 3 months deposit referred to at 8.3 or if you have elected to pay directly we shall send to you 
together with our completion invoice incorporating the Charges for Installation which becomes due and payable in full within 7 days. 
 
9. Service Charges  
9.1. The Service Charges shall be paid within 7 days of our invoice.  
9.2. The Service Charges are exclusive of any applicable value added tax which you shall also pay to us;  
9.3. You must make all payments on time, if you do not we may charge you interest at 4% above the base rate from time to time of National Westminster 
Bank Plc.  
9.4. If we end this Agreement under Condition 17, you cannot claim a refund for any payments you have by then paid.  
9.5. If our fees to our third party monitoring company increase, we may increase our charges to you by giving you 7 days written notice of the increase.  
9.6. On or before any Anniversary Date we reserve the right to increase the Service Charges for any future period.  
9.7. If payment of any invoice for Service Charges is not made, we reserve the right to discontinue or suspend the Service in our sole and absolute discretion 
within 14 days of such non-payment following its due date. 
 
10. Your duties under this Agreement  
10.1. You must allow us or our agents to enter your property and have access to the Security System.  
10.2. You must pay all costs involved in the repairing or replacing of the Security System. If you have entered into a Labour Only Maintenance Agreement 
you must pay the costs of all parts regardless of wear and tear.  
10.3. You must pay our call-out charges within 7 days of our invoice.  
10.4. You must provide, maintain and pay for a suitable telecommunications medium (including connection charges) and mains electrical power. You must 
not disconnect the Security System from them. 10.5. You must give us at least five working days notice if you want to change or cancel an appointment for 
us to call at your property. If you do not, you will have to pay our charges.  
10.6. You must give us reasonable notice of any building work which may affect the Security System;  
10.7. You must take reasonable care of the Security System and not allow anyone to tamper with it.  
10.8. You must report to us immediately any fault with or damage to the Security System. 
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11. Provision of the Service  
11.1. We shall provide the Service from the Commencement Date.  
11.2. We reserve the right to make any changes in the specification of the Security System and/or the Service which are required to conform with any 
applicable statutory or EC requirements or where such changes do not materially affect the quality of performance. 
  
12. Maintenance  
12.1. We will visit your property during normal working hours (Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm) to provide you with the Service.  
12.2. You will have to pay the costs of replacing any batteries or lighting and all associated call-out charges.  
12.3. We will test and monitor the Security System in line with the relevant British and NACOSS/SSAIB standards.  
12.4. We may carry out maintenance and testing by computer and phone without visiting your property. If we do this, you must agree to co-operate with a 
few simple routines.  
12.5. If we have to repair or replace the Security System due to any reason set out in Clause 10 above, we may charge you for the work (at an hourly rate) 
and for any parts replaced.  
12.6. Should you cancel any appointment without giving us the requisite 5 days notice of the same, you may thereafter suffer delay while we arrange an  
alternative date. We shall not be responsible for any loss you thereby suffer.  
 
13. Guarantee  
We guarantee the Security System against faulty materials and workmanship for 12 months from the date we install it. However, our guarantee only applies if 
the Security System is used for its intended purpose in line with the instructions provided by us (including any instructions from any manufacturer) and that 
you take reasonable care of the Security System and do not allow anyone to tamper with it.  
 
14. Exclusions  
14.1. We will not be legally responsible if our negligence causes death or personal injury;  
14.2. We will not be responsible if we cannot carry out our duties because of circumstances beyond reasonable control;  
14.3. Subject as expressly provided in these Conditions and except where the Security System is provided to a person dealing as a consumer (within the 
meaning of Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977) all warranties conditions or other terms implied by statute or common law are excluded to the fullest extent;  
14.4. We will not be responsible if the telecommunication medium fails or if warning or remote signalling systems operated by our appointed monitoring  
company are faulty or not used correctly;  
14.5. We will do all that we can to reasonably avoid damaging your property when installing the equipment. However we will not be responsible for any such 
damage;  
14.6. We do not guarantee that the Security System is impossible to breach;  
14.7. We will not be responsible for any financial or indirect loss such as loss of business profits or income loss of business or missed opportunities. You are  
responsible for any suitable insurance to protect the Security System, property and business interests.  
 
15. Fulfilment  
We may use agents or subcontractors to carry out our duties and responsibilities under this Agreement.  
 
16. Transferring this Agreement  
Both parties can transfer their rights and responsibilities under this Agreement but must give notice of the transfer in writing within 28 days of such transfer. If 
either party transfers this Agreement, references to we, us or you will be construed accordingly. 
 
17. Ending this Agreement  
17.1. This paragraph applies if; 
17.1.1. you terminate the agreement or return hired equipment prior to the expiry of the Hire Period as agreed on the contract for whatever reason, then you 
will pay us all monies owing at the time of termination or return, plus all amounts that would have been due for the balance of the Hire Period as per the IPM 
contract 
17.2. This paragraph applies if:  
17.2.1. you make any voluntary arrangement with your creditors or become subject to an administration order or (being an individual or firm) becomes 
bankrupt or (being a company) go into liquidation; or 
17.2.2. an encumbrancer takes possession or a receiver is appointed of any of your property or assets ;or  
17.2.3. you cease or threaten to cease to carry on business;  
17.2.4. we reasonably apprehend that any of the events mentioned above is about to occur to you; or  
17.2.5. We give you 28 days written notice of our intention to end this Agreement.  
17.3. If this paragraph applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to us we shall be entitled to cancel this Agreement or suspend 
the Installation without liability to you, and if the Security System has been installed but not paid for the Charges for Installation shall immediately become 
due and payable notwithstanding any previous agreement or arrangement to the contrary. 
 
18. If we end this Agreement  
18.1. If we end this Agreement under condition 17, you must do the following:  
18.1.1. Pay the Service Charges, interest and other amounts which you owe under this Agreement up to the date we end it;  
18.1.2. pay the Charges in full;  
18.1.3. cover all our expenses (including legal costs) in enforcing any of the terms of this Agreement.  
 
19. Passing of risk and Retention of Title to the Security System  
19.1. Risk of damage to or loss of the Security System shall pass to you at the time of delivery of the Security System to your property (notwithstanding that 
the same may not yet have been installed);  
19.2. Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the Security System, the property in the Security System shall not pass to you until we have 
received in cleared funds payment in full (including any interest or other charges payable pursuant to these Terms and conditions) for the Security System 
and all Services provided to you for which payment is then due;  
19.3. Until such time as the property in the Security System passes to you we shall be entitled to give notice in writing to you at any time to require you to 
deliver up the Security System to us and if you fail to do so to forthwith to enter upon your property and repossess the Security System even if it affixed to the 
property. We shall not be responsible for any damage to your property in this regard;  
19.4. You shall not be entitled to pledge in any way or charge by way of security for any indebtedness the Security System whilst it remains our property.  
 
20. Waiver  
20.1. No waiver by us of any breach of the Agreement by you shall be considered as a waiver of any other breach of the same;  
20.2. If any provision of these Conditions is held by any competent authority to be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the validity of the other 
provisions of these Conditions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected thereby.  
 
21. Giving Notice  
If either of us needs to send notice to the other it must be in writing. Notice can be delivered by hand or first-class post to the address shown at the start of 
this agreement. If either of us sends notice by post it will be treated as delivered 48 hours after posting if it is correctly addressed and stamped.  
 
22. Other Matters  
22.1. We may use credit reference agencies to help us make decisions or to prevent fraud. We may give information about you, your account and your 
financial affairs to licensed credit agencies. These agencies may share this information with their customers.  
22.2. If you phone us, we may monitor or record your call.  
 
23. Law  
This agreement is governed by English law and the English courts. 


